Party Girl Terraria - neko-official.me
party girl the official terraria wiki - the party girl is an npc vendor who sells festive novelty items and furniture unlike most
other town npcs the party girl has a random 1 40 2 5 chance to spawn every morning once the criteria below are met rather
than being guaranteed to appear once fulfilling them, party girl terraria wiki fandom powered by wikia - the party girl is a
friendly npc that was added in the 1 2 update she sells party supplies to the player it is worth mentioning that if she dies this
criteria must still be fulfilled before she is eligible for the 2 5 chance to spawn again, party the official terraria wiki - the
event was created to celebrate terraria s 5th birthday this is the only event that is peaceful and does not cause enemies to
spawn the goblin tinkerer s quote references the pin the tail on the donkey game the party girl is the only npc to have two
party unique messages, terraria 1 2 how to get the party girl npc new terraria 1 2 items - this video will quickly explain
how to get the party girl in terraria 1 2 it s very easy to do i had a few messages asking how to get the party girl in terraria its
a very easy npc to obtain, party girl terraria works archive of our own - tags no archive warnings apply stylist party girl
stylist terraria party girl terraria guide terraria fluff summary fantasy is scared to ask her crush to cut and dye her hair but
andrew convinces her it s a good idea, bubble terraria wiki fandom powered by wikia - bubbles are animated furniture
blocks bought from the party girl after the world is in hardmode when these blocks are placed together in groups they
connect to make a seemingly single larger bubble block they can also keep liquids in them but the player doesn t collide with
the block itself
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